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	Pro JavaFX 8: A Definitive Guide to Building Desktop, Mobile, and Embedded Java Clients, 9781430265740 (1430265744), Apress, 2014

	In Pro JavaFX 8 expert authors show you how to use the JavaFX platform to create rich-client Java applications. You'll discover how you can use this powerful Java-based UI platform, which is capable of handling large-scale data-driven business applications for PC as well as now mobile and embedded devices.


	Covering the JavaFX API, development tools, and best practices, this book provides code examples that explore the exciting new features provided with JavaFX 8 which comes as part of Oracle's new Java (SE) 8 release. This book also contains engaging tutorials that cover virtually every facet of JavaFX development and reference materials on JavaFX that augment the JavaFX API documentation.


	After reading and using this book, you'll have the authoritative knowledge that should give you an edge in your next JavaFX-based application projects for your job or your clients.


	What you’ll learn

	
		How to get started with JavaFX, including downloading the SDK and available tools
	
		How to express user interfaces with SceneBuilder and FXML
	
		How to use property binding to keep the UI easily in sync with the model
	
		How to use the rich set of JavaFX UI controls, charts, shapes, effects, transformations, and animations to create stunning, responsive, user interfaces
	
		How to use the powerful JavaFX layout classes to define the user interface in a cross-platform fashion
	
		How to leverage the observable collection classes to observe changes in, and bind to, Java collections
	
		How to use the JavaFX media classes to play audio and video
	
		How to interact with external application services to create an enterprise application with JavaFX
	
		How to use the JavaFX API with alternative languages such as Scala and Groovy
	
		How to use Java on embedded, mobile, and tablet devices



	Who this book is for


	Application developers, graphic designers, and IT decision makers. Not only does this book contain comprehensive technical information for developers and designers, it builds a compelling case for choosing JavaFX.
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The 100% Brain CourseCreative Alternatives Center, 2001
This gigantic 21st Century course manual has a staggering accumulation of 223 mind exercises designed to allow a person to use their complete brain.  The exercises involve balancing your emotions, increasing your memory, improving your creativity, enhancing your sensory appreciation and much, much more - time distortion, lightning calculating,...


		

Ecology of Marine Sediments (Oxford Biology)Oxford University Press, 2009
Marine sediments provide the largest habitat on planet earth, yet knowledge of the structure and function of their flora and fauna continues to be poorly described in current textbooks. This concise, readable introduction to benthic ecology builds upon the strengths of the previous edition but has been thoroughly revised throughout to incorporate...

		

One Giant Leap: The Impossible Mission That Flew Us to the MoonSimon & Schuster, 2019

	The remarkable story of the trailblazers and the ordinary Americans on the front lines of the epic mission to reach the moon.

	

	President John F. Kennedy astonished the world on May 25, 1961, when he announced to Congress that the United States should land a man on the Moon by 1970. No group was more surprised than the...





	

Multiple View Geometry in Computer VisionCambridge University Press, 2004
"The authors have succeeded very well in describing the main techniques in mainstream multiple view geometry, both classical and modern, in a clear and consistent way....I heartily recommend this book."   Computing Reviews     

       A basic problem in computer vision is to understand the structure of a real world scene. This...

		

Interpretation of Pulmonary Functions Tests: A Practical GuideLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2003

	
		The first edition of Interpretation of Pulmonary Function Tests was well received and met our goal of appealing to a wide, varied audience of health professionals. In the second edition, we added a section to expand our discussion of lung mechanics. We emphasize the mechanical impairments faced...



		

Germs, Genes, & Civilization: How Epidemics Shaped Who We Are TodayFT Press, 2010

	“Clear, thoughtful, and thought-provoking, Germs, Genes & Civilization makes the case that infectious diseases have played a major role in shaping society. Clark argues that religion, morals, and even democracy have all been influenced by the smallest and most dangerous organisms on our planet. While...
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